
 

US Open using device that measures net
tension
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In this Sept. 2, 2012 photo, a TNT Gauge system is seen strapped on the anchor
hook on the outside of a net post at Authur Ashe Stadium during third round
play at the 2012 US Open tennis tournament in New York. The gauge is a tool
that measures the tension on a net cord and assists in efforts to provide as much
consistency as possible on how balls bounce off the net. (AP Photo/Mike Groll)

(AP)—The U.S. Open represents a showcase for a tennis invention that
measures net cord tension.

David Glass, an engineer from Knoxville with product development
experience, received a patent for his TNT Gauge system in November
2010. The device, about 7 inches long and 1 1/4 inches wide, goes on the
anchor hook on the outside of a net post. Glass, an amateur tennis player,
believes his device can provide consistency in net tension.
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"Wimbledon is notorious for very loose nets," Glass said. "The U.S.
Open nets were so tight the ball could bounce very high or completely
out of bounds. There was an inconsistency in the game."

After experimenting with Glass' device on two outer courts a year ago,
the U.S. Open is using it on all its courts this year.

Glass originally had developed a gauge to adjust the tension in the cables
of an airplane when he realized the claims on his patent were broad
enough to cover sports net tension as well. That's when Glass realized his
idea also could help him out on the tennis court.

"Over the years, I was the guy who had a crescent wrench in my tennis
bag," Glass said. "If I came to a league match or a tournament match
where the net felt like it was too loose to be playable, I was the one
tightening the net. I didn't know how tight to make it, but I knew I didn't
like nets that loose."

Glass, a University of Tennessee graduate, developed the gauge at his
alma mater's tennis center with the cooperation of the Volunteers' tennis
program. The gauge was initially tested in 2011 during Tennessee's
regular-season matches and an NCAA regional tournament in Knoxville.

"It's an incredible invention," Tennessee men's tennis coach Sam
Winterbotham said. "I'm hoping that it's adopted worldwide because it
just adds that consistency. Balls do hit the net. If the ball's consistently
going to hit the net and bounce off the net in the same manner on every
court that's played on, that's only helpful to the game."

Use of the gauge expanded later that year to four World Team Tennis
sites and five U.S. Open Series events, including a Masters Series
tournament in Cincinnati. This year, the gauge was used throughout the
NCAA tournament at the University of Georgia. The Rogers Cup WTA
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and Masters Series events in Canada also utilized the gauge, which takes
less than five minutes to install. The U.S. Open is the most high-profile
event to use Glass' device.

"We try to be as consistent as we can in all areas," U.S. Open referee
Brian Earley said. "We document very carefully the court resurfacing
process so if possible we get the courts to play the same speed. That's a
big variable as well. The balls we very carefully standardize in terms of
manufacture and delivery dates. Anything that we can use that will
provide consistency gives us one less variable."

Glass said the gauge soon will be tested at All-England Club as officials
there explore whether to use it at the Wimbledon championships. Glass
is hoping the gauge's increased visibility will cause more local clubs to
try it out. His invention currently is being used in more professional
venues than local clubs.

"We originally thought this thing would start more at the grass-roots or
club level and be popular with club players and work its way upward
from there," Glass said. "It turned out to be exactly the opposite. Pro
tennis bought into it quickly, and the clubs are beginning to follow."

If the clubs continue following suit, Glass finally may be able to remove
that wrench from his bag.

Copyright 2012 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material
may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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